Mixing models are required to account for the effects of molecular diffusion in probability density function (PDF) methods for reacting flows, and these models entail one of the greatest sources of modeling uncertainty in PDF calculations. In this work, we perform PDF calculations of a turbulent coaxial jet using both ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) based methods. The configuration of the coaxial jet comes from a recently developed experiment, in which the conditional diffusion and scalar dissipation rate of two conserved scalars are measured. These measurements present the unique opportunity to compare directly the conditional diffusion implied by PDF mixing models to the measured conditional diffusion. In the RANS-PDF calculations, three classic mixing models are evaluated: Interaction by Exchange with the Mean (IEM), Modified Curl (MC), and Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST). Though calculations with all three mixing models yield time-averaged mean and RMS statistics of the two scalars in good agreement with the experimental measurements, the joint PDFs of the two scalars show a wide variability from the measurements. The EMST mixing model is unique in that it produces compositions which lie very close to the slow manifold identified in the experimental work. Next, LES calculations of the same flow are performed, and the dissipation rate and conditional diffusion are calculated. The resolved scalar dissipation rate is found to be in good agreement with the experimental data, but depends strongly on the resolution; the total dissipation rate from the RANS-PDF and LES calculations indicates significantly larger scalar dissipation rates than those measured experimentally. Finally, LES-PDF calculations of the same flow yield joint PDFs in very good agreement with the experimental data. The attenuation of variance production model is introduced and tested in this flow: this new model is found to yield calculations of improved accuracy in LES-PDF calculations on coarse grids. C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
The probability density function (PDF) method 1, 2 is a useful tool for modeling turbulent reacting flows because the chemical source term is closed, and therefore, can be treated without any additional modeling. Because of this ability to account for the highly nonlinear chemical source term, the PDF method has yielded successful calculations of turbulent flames, including those which exhibit turbulence-chemistry interactions such as extinction and re-ignition. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] However, the PDF method depends on mixing models to account for the effects of molecular diffusion. Chemical reaction and molecular diffusion are inherently highly coupled physical processes, so the mixing models incur one of the largest sources of modeling uncertainty in PDF calculations. Therefore, in order to develop sound computational methodologies based on the PDF method, it is essential to have a good understanding of (i) the fundamental mixing process, (ii) the ability of mixing models to represent this process, and (iii) the sensitivity of calculations to the mixing models. a) Electronic mail: dhr46@cornell.edu In PDF methods, a transport equation for the PDF of composition or the joint PDF of velocity, turbulence frequency, and composition is solved. For example, in the composition PDF method for constant-property flow, the PDF transport equation is
where f φ is the PDF of the composition, φ, U j , and u j are the mean and fluctuating velocities, S is the reaction source term, is the molecular diffusivity, and ψ is the sample-space variable corresponding to φ. The first term on the right-hand side, ∇ 2 φ|ψ , is the conditional diffusion of φ which represents the effects of molecular diffusion. The transport equation for the joint PDF of velocity, turbulence frequency, and composition is similar in form to Eq. (1), with the conditional diffusion term still being one of the unclosed terms. In both PDF methodologies, the reaction source term S is in closed form, while a mixing model is needed to account for the conditional diffusion.
A. Mixing models
Several mixing models have been developed to model the unclosed conditional diffusion term. Three of the most-widely used mixing models are: (i) the Interaction by Exchange with the Mean (IEM) 8, 9 model, (ii) the Modified Curl (MC) 10, 11 model, and (iii) the Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST) 12 model. In the IEM model, particle compositions relax linearly toward the cell mean; in the MC model, particles within a cell are paired randomly and instantaneously mix; in the EMST model, a EMST is formed in composition space; particles mix with neighboring particles in the EMST so that the mixing remains local in composition space. The constant mechanical-to-scalar time scale ratio C φ determines the mixing rate in all of these mixing models. The significance of C φ here is that in the simple case of a statistically homogeneous conserved passive scalar, all mixing models yield the same rate of decay of the scalar variance. The development of novel mixing models is an area of active research, and several promising new models are being developed as well. [13] [14] [15] The effects of mixing models have been studied in PDF calculations of a wide variety of reacting flows, including non-premixed lifted flames, 6, 16 piloted non-premixed flames, 7 bluff-body non-premixed flames, 17 opposed-flow premixed flames, 18 piloted premixed jet flames, 19, 20 and even high-pressure, premixed, homogeneous charge compression ignition engines. 21 Given the highly coupled nature of molecular diffusion and chemical reaction, these studies generally show significant sensitivity of the calculated flows to the choice of mixing model and value of C φ . Typically, in parametric studies of mixing models such as these, calculations are performed using a variety of mixing models and values of C φ , and the mean and RMS scalar fields are compared to experimental data.
B. Multiple scalar mixing
While studying the mixing processes and the effects of mixing models in the context of reacting flows is both interesting and practical, studying more fundamental mixing problems in non-reacting flows is also necessary. As experimental methods continue to improve, more experimental data on fundamental mixing problems has been available to test computational models. Testing in fundamental mixing problems is important because it provides a framework in which the mixing processes can be well understood, and where the computational models can be tested against real data. The most fundamental type of mixing study involves the mixing of two streams. The mixing state in this type of flow can be described by a single scalar, so this type of configuration is also referred to as the mixing of a single scalar, whereas flows with three or more streams are referred to as the mixing of multiple scalars. Much experimental research has been performed in two-stream mixing (the mixing of a single passive scalar) [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] including characterization of the mean and RMS statistics, as well as the PDF of the single scalar. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) has also been employed to study two-stream mixing [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and in these studies, more complete information about the flow is extracted, in some cases including the conditional diffusion term.
In reacting flows, the mixing processes involve multiple scalars. The flows in most practical combustion devices require a combination of a fuel stream, an oxidizer stream, a pilot stream, and at least one coflowing stream. So, the fundamental studies of two-stream, single-scalar mixing have been expanded upon. The mixing of three streams has been studied experimentally 35, 36 and computationally using DNS [37] [38] [39] and PDF methods. 40 In Ref. 40 , the DNS of the temporally evolving three-stream mixing layer 39 is studied using the joint velocity-composition PDF for several different mixing models. It is found here that the IEM mixing model conditioned on velocity (IECM) [41] [42] [43] and a mixing model based on parameterized scalar profiles (PSP) 13, 15 both outperform the standard IEM mixing model. The joint PDFs of the two scalars and the conditional diffusion from these two models show substantially better agreement with the DNS data.
Recent advances in experimental techniques, such as high-resolution planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) imaging, have enabled experiments in which statistics more insightful than mean and RMS measurements can be extracted. The experiment in Ref. 36 considers the mixing of two scalars in a turbulent coaxial jet; this experiment utilizes PLIF and Rayleigh scattering to obtain high-resolution images of instantaneous mixture fractions, enabling the conditional diffusion and conditional scalar dissipation rate to be computed experimentally. The fundamental problem is essentially the same as the temporally evolving three-stream mixing layer studied with DNS in Ref. 39 and the joint-PDF method in Ref. 40 , except that flow is 36 is spatially evolving, not temporally evolving, and is in fact a real, physical problem, as opposed to a purely numerical problem.
In multiple scalar mixing problems, the arrangement of the scalars plays an important role in determining the mixing process. The turbulent coaxial jet in Ref. 36 is useful because the configuration mimics that in combustion devices and many rudimentary turbulent jet flames: Two streams (the jet and the coflow) are initially separated by a third stream (the annulus), so that the mixing between two of the three streams (the jet and the coflow) can only occur through interaction with the other stream (the annulus). The turbulent coaxial jet of Ref. 36 is the basis for this study, and the detailed experimental configuration and procedure are described are Sec. II.
C. Objectives
The goals of this work are (i) to perform PDF calculations of the coaxial jet studied experimentally in Ref. 36, (ii) to evaluate the efficacy of three standard mixing models (IEM, MC, and EMST) by calculating the conditional diffusion in the PDF calculations and comparing it to the experimentally observed conditional diffusion, (iii) to assess the two-dimensional measurements of conditional diffusion and scalar dissipation rate through Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of varying resolution, and lastly, (iv) to examine the behavior of the mixing models used in LES-PDF calculations by evaluating the sensitivity to model parameters and examining a new model for the turbulent diffusivity redistribution.
While Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS)-based PDF methods have been studied carefully in the past, there remain many open questions about the performance of mixing models in LES-PDF calculations. These questions include the effect of the small scales on the mixing process, the effect of molecular diffusion on mixing, the optimal value of the scalar-to-mechanical timescale ratio, and the proper modeling of the turbulent mixing process. Objective (iv) listed above is directed to address some of these issues by carefully examining calculations of this flow and comparing the results to the experimental data. The approach used in this study has advantages over the other parametric studies of mixing models in reacting flows 6, 7, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] because the conditional diffusion term can be explicitly compared to the experimental data; additionally, the flow can be studied apart from the complexities associated with chemical reaction. And although the configuration is similar to PDF comparison to the DNS data given in Ref. 40 , here the configuration is a coaxial jet (as opposed to a mixing layer); furthermore, here the results can be compared to experimental data, which is important in ensuring that all the real physical processes are accounted for correctly in the model.
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows: In Sec. II, the configuration of the flow and the experimental procedures used in Ref. 36 are described. Next, in Sec. III, the RANS-PDF framework is presented, the calculations are described, and the results are shown for different mixing models. In Secs. IV and V, the LES and LES-PDF calculations are presented. Finally, a comparison 
II. FLOW CONFIGURATION
The flow studied in this work is based on the experiment conducted in Ref. 36 , and consists of three concentric streams: a jet, an annulus, and a coflow. The central jet consists of acetone-doped air (7% acetone by volume) at a high velocity (34.5 m/s); surrounding the central jet is an annular flow of pure ethylene, also at a high velocity (32.5 m/s); surrounding the annulus is a coflow of air at a low velocity (0.4 m/s). The outer diameter of the coflow is sufficiently large so that the jet and annulus streams do not interact with the ambient air. Detailed properties of the configuration are shown in Table I . The diameter of the jet, D, is 5.54 mm and is used as a reference length scale throughout this study. The maximum density ratio is 1.11, and the Reynolds number (based on the jet composition, diameter, and bulk velocity) is 14 300.
In the experiment, simultaneous measurements of the acetone and ethylene mass fractions are made using two-dimensional planar imaging. The mass fraction of the acetone is obtained using PLIF, while the mass fraction of ethylene is obtained from Rayleigh scattering. The measurements are made with a spatial resolution of 55 μm. Time-averaged means and RMS statistics of the acetone and ethylene mass fractions are computed from the high-resolution images.
We denote by ξ 1 , ξ 2 , and ξ 3 the mixture fraction based on the jet, the annulus, and the coflow, respectively. Only two of these are independent (since ξ 1 + ξ 2 + ξ 3 = 1), and henceforth we consider ξ 1 and ξ 2 . The jet mixture fraction, ξ 1 , represents the fraction of mass originating from the central jet. It is approximated here as
O is the mass fraction of acetone, and Y 1 C 3 H 6 O is the mass fraction of acetone in the jet. In reality, the air and acetone have different diffusivities. The two substances will diffuse at different rates, and therefore the total mass originating from that stream may not be directly proportional to the amount of acetone present. However, the difference in molecular diffusivities is small (see Figure 11) , and furthermore in this flow the turbulent diffusion dominates over the molecular diffusion. So this approximation of the mixture fraction is reasonable. The annulus mixture fraction, ξ 2 , represents the fraction of mass originating from the annulus. Because the annulus contains only pure ethylene, ξ 2 is defined simply as ξ 2 = Y C 2 H 4 , where Y C 2 H 4 is the mass fraction of ethylene.
The scalar dissipation rate, χ = 2 (∂ξ /∂x i )(∂ξ /∂x i ), and the scalar diffusion term, D = ∇ 2 ξ , are both computed for ξ 1 and ξ 2 in the two components of the sampled images using a tenth-order central difference scheme. The term is the molecular diffusivity of the scalar. In the evaluation of χ and D in the experiment, a constant value is used for the diffusivity of each scalar: 1 = 10.39 × 10 −6 m 2 /s and 2 = 14.69 × 10 −6 m 2 /s. The conditional scalar dissipation rate, χ |ξ =ξ , where the angle brackets denote an ensemble average andξ is a sample-space variable, and the conditional diffusion, D|ξ =ξ , are recorded from between 3000 and 5400 sampled images.
An uncertainty analysis performed in Ref. 36 shows the RMS fluctuations in the combined noise and uncertainty are around 2% for the mean and RMS scalar statistics. The scalar dissipation rate is corrected for measurement noise, and by examining finite-difference schemes of varying order, it is estimated that the scalar dissipation rate is at least 98% resolved in the experimental measurements.
III. RANS-PDF CALCULATIONS

A. RANS-based joint PDF methodology
This flow is first investigated computationally using the joint velocity-turbulence frequencycomposition PDF method with RANS-level turbulence closure. 1, 44 Throughout this paper, this method is referred to simply as the RANS-PDF method. In the implementation of this method, 47 a finite-volume solver evaluates the mean equations of mass, momentum, energy, and state while a Lagrangian Monte Carlo particle solver advances particles in velocity, turbulence frequency, and composition to solve for the joint PDF of velocity, turbulence frequency, and composition. More complete description of the methodology is provided in Ref. 47 .
In the particle solver, the particle velocity evolves via the simplified Langevin model (SLM), 45 while the particle turbulence frequency evolves by a stochastic frequency model. 46 The stochastic frequency model relies on a number of parameters, and the standard values are used for each parameter as in many previous studies; 6, 7, 17, 20 for the constant C ω1 , which essentially controls the spreading rate of the jet, a value of C ω1 = 0.65 is used based on a parametric study made to achieve the correct jet spreading rate. This value is well within the range of values (from C ω1 = 0.56 17 to C ω1 = 0.70 20 ) used in similar studies, and is identical to the value used in Refs. 6 and 7. A list of the model constants used here, and described in more detail in Ref. 47 , is shown in Table II .
The composition will generally evolve due to both molecular diffusion and chemical reaction. The main advantage of the PDF method is that the chemical reaction can be treated without modeling; in this case, the flow is inert, so there is no chemical reaction term. The density of a particle, ρ * is computed through the relation
where ξ * 1 , ξ * 2 , and ξ * 3 are mixture fractions for the particle, and ρ 1 , ρ 2 , and ρ 3 are the densities of the three streams from Table I . Equation (2) essentially states that the specific volume of the mixture is equal to the mass-fraction-weighted specific volume of each component of that mixture, as the fluid is considered to be an ideal gas. The effect of molecular diffusion on the particle composition is treated by a mixing model. Here, the IEM, MC, and EMST mixing models are examined, with the IEM being used for the base case.
In the implementation of this method, finite-volume and particle solvers are coupled. The finitevolume solver provides the mean velocity, density, and pressure to the particle solver, while the particle solver provides the turbulent fluxes and the reaction source term (which in this case is zero, since the flow is non-reacting). When a statistically stationary state is reached in the calculations, the statistics are time-averaged until sufficient temporal convergence of the statistics is reached. 
B. Computational configuration
To model this flow, a rectangular computational domain extending 54D in the axial (x) direction and 13.5D in the radial (r) direction is used. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the computational domain. This size is chosen based on a parametric study of domain sizes, where the statistics of interest (mean and RMS mixture fractions at x/D of 30, near the farthest-downstream measurement in the experiment) are not significantly affected by the outlet boundary condition and the lateral boundary condition.
The lateral boundary condition (r/D = 13.5) is treated as a perfect-slip wall, and symmetry conditions are applied at the axis (r/D = 0). For the outlet boundary condition (x/D = 54), the mean pressure is specified to be uniform, and the density and velocities are extrapolated from the interior. At the inflow boundary (x/D = 0), the mean velocities, Reynolds stresses, and turbulence frequency are specified from a separate calculation using a 5-equation Reynolds-stress equation turbulence model. These calculations extend upstream beyond the inflow plane, and the flow of the pipe and the annulus are fully developed flows. In these calculations, plug flow profiles are applied for the three streams 60 jet diameters upstream of the jet exit plane. The standard Reynolds-stress model 48, 49 in the commercial code Fluent is used with the constants C 1 = 1.60, C 2 = 1.92, C μ = 0.90, C 1 = 1.80, C 2 = 0.60, σ k = 1.0, and σ = 1.3. The calculations are tested for numerical accuracy through temporal convergence and grid convergence studies. The mean velocities, Reynolds-stresses, and turbulent frequency along the jet exit plane are extracted for use as an inflow boundary condition for the PDF calculations. Figure 2 shows the mean axial velocity and three of the Reynolds-stresses at the inflow plane. The composition at the inflow boundary is specified as in Table I . The joint PDF of the velocity is taken to be joint-normal at the inflow boundary condition, and the PDF of the turbulence frequency is a gamma function of the specified mean and variance, statistically independent from the velocity. At 64 locations throughout the flow domain, the joint PDF of ξ 1 and ξ 2 and the conditional diffusion of ξ 1 and ξ 2 are calculated. The sampled locations include 32 points along the jet centerline (r/D = 0), and 16 points each along radial profiles at x/D = 3.29 and x/D = 6.99. Each location at which measurements are made in Ref. 36 is accounted for. At every time step during the statistically stationary period during which statistics are collected, particles within a rectangle extending 275 μm (about 0.05D) in the radial direction and 495 μm (about 0.09D) in the axial direction centered about a sampling location are sampled at that location. The spatial extent of this sampling range is equivalent to the resolution used in the experiments for computing the conditional statistics. Each sampled particle is binned into 1 of 400 equally spaced bins, for each component of the twodimensional mixture fraction space ranging from 0 to 1. The conditional diffusion for ξ 1 and ξ 2 is calculated as the change in ξ 1 and ξ 2 over the mixing sub-step, divided by the time step.
C. Numerical accuracy and comparison with experimental data
Grid convergence
The numerical accuracy of the calculations is affected by (i) the grid size, (ii) the number of particles per cell, (iii) the duration over which time-averaging is performed, and (iv) the time step. The first three of these error sources are systematically tested, and a numerical error is computed for statistics of interest. The fourth error source, the time step, is tested indirectly as the grid is refined. In these tests, an error is evaluated for the statistics ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 1 , and ξ 2 . In the notation used here, the angle brackets denote a time-averaged quantity, the tilde˜denotes a mass-weighted quantity, and the double-prime denotes the RMS; so ξ 1 is the time-averaged mass-weighted mean of ξ 1 and ξ 1 is the time-averaged mass-weighted RMS of ξ 1 . The errors defined for each of these four quantities are denoted by M1 , M2 , R1 , and R2 , respectively. The error for each statistic is defined as the maximum value of the difference between that statistic and the value of that statistic in the most numerically accurate solution for the range 3.29 ≤ x/D ≤ 6.99.
Tests are performed with 25, 50, 100, and 200 particles per cell, with grids ranging from 64 × 64 to 384 × 384, and for durations of time-averaging between 1000 and 20 000 iterations. In the tests, the IEM mixing model is used with a value of C φ of 1.5, and other convergence studies have verified the behavior with IEM is representative of those calculations using other mixing models. These tests show that the largest source of error is in the grid resolution. The grid sizes and corresponding numerical errors are shown in Table III . As the grid is refined, the errors for all statistics are successively reduced. For grid G-4, the numerical error in all statistics is around 2%, which is close to the experimental error. Based on these convergence tests, the parameters chosen for the base case calculations are 100 particles per cell, a grid size of 192 × 192, and a minimum of 10 000 iterations of time-averaging. Figure 3 shows statistics of mean and RMS quantities on the jet centerline (r/D = 0) for four of the grids in Table III and the experimental data. 36 On the finest grids, ξ 1 and ξ 2 exhibit good agreement with the experimental data. The largest discrepancy between the experimental data and the numerically accurate calculations is about 6% at x/D = 6.99, where the initial spreading of the jet is slightly more rapid in the calculations than in the experiments. For the RMS statistics, the agreement on the centerline is also reasonable; here too, the largest disagreement occurs in the near-field of the jet, where the RMS is slightly overpredicted in the calculations. Figure 3 also shows the fluctuation intensities, ξ 1 / ξ 1 and ξ 2 / ξ 2 . In the PDF calculations, the peak fluctuation intensity of ξ 1 is captured well. However, the measurements indicate the fluctuation approaching an asymptotic value near 0.21 downstream (in the far field of the jet), in accord with the self-similar region in binary jet mixing. 26, 35 Here, the PDF calculations over-estimate the fluctuation intensity, due to the values of both C φ and C ω1 used in the calculations. A slightly larger value of C φ leads to decreased variance and hence decreased fluctuation intensity, while a slightly larger value of C ω1 leads to a decreased spreading rate of the jet, an increased mean ξ 1 downstream, and consequentially a decreased fluctuation intensity. The fluctuation intensity of ξ 2 , on the other hand, demonstrates good consistency with the experimentally observed values downstream, and does approach the value observed in the self-similar region of binary jet mixing, around 0.21. In the near-field, however, there is considerable variation among the calculations and the experimental data, due to the small values of ξ 2 and the sensitivity to the inflow boundary conditions. There is also more numerical error observed in the calculations of the fluctuation intensities here, mostly arising from the combination of insufficient time-averaging and low values of the mean farther downstream. Figure 4 shows the radial profiles of ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 1 , and ξ 2 for the same PDF calculations and the experimental data. As noted from Figure 3 , ξ 1 decays slightly faster in the PDF calculations than as measured experimentally. However, Figure 4 shows that this is limited to a small region near the jet centerline. The agreement in ξ 2 is also reasonable, although the peak value, which occurs around r/D = 0.6 is slightly under-predicted in the calculations due to the annulus spreading slightly faster in the calculations.
Comparison with experimental data
The RMS statistics, shown in Figure axial locations, the profile of ξ 2 is much sharper in the experimental data; in the regions where ξ 2 is large, the calculations yield a smaller value; in the regions where ξ 2 is small, the calculations yield a larger value. This behavior is primarily due to the mixing models; in this region of the flow, molecular diffusion is important due to the very low velocity of the coflow; additionally, the mixing process is velocity dependent, so these mixing models, which do not consider the velocity, are likely to encounter difficulties where there is a large velocity gradient, as there is here.
D. Comparison of mixing models in the RANS-PDF calculations
Shown in Figure 5 are the results of calculations using the IEM mixing model and different values of C φ , namely, C φ of 0.5, 1.5, and 4.5. There is a small sensitivity of ξ 1 to the value of C φ ; larger values of C φ result in a decreased jet spreading rate due to the decreased scalar flux. There is a much larger sensitivity to the RMS statistics, ξ 1 and ξ 2 ; larger values of C φ yield a decreased RMS, which is expected since C φ directly impacts the scalar variance. Figure 5 convincingly shows that in these calculations, a value of C φ = 1.5 yields both mean and RMS fields in the best agreement with the measurements. This value is in close agreement with the experimentally measured values, around 1.5 in inert round jets 28 and in the range 1.5-2.5 in shear flows. 23 The other two mixing models (MC and EMST) are also used to make calculations of this flow, and the resulting centerline and radial profiles of the mean and RMS statistics are very similar to those using the IEM model. Figure 5 demonstrates the similarity of the radial profiles of the statistics ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 1 , and ξ 2 in the calculations with these three mixing models, all using a value of C φ = 1.5. The value of C φ has a very similar effect among all three of these mixing models.
The correlation coefficient between the two mixture fractions, ρ 12 , is defined as
and is shown in Figure 6 for these calculations and the experimental measurements. Around the centerline, ρ 12 is approximately −1, since the mixture fraction of the coflow is very small. With a negligible coflow mixture fraction, the sum ξ 1 + ξ 2 is approximately unity, so ξ 1 and ξ 2 are nearly perfectly anti-correlated. All mixing models yield similar values of ρ 12 near the centerline, and the agreement with the experimental data is good, considering the measurement noise evident Figure 6 shows that as C φ is increased, the radial profiles of the correlation coefficient become sharper. This observation is consistent with the fact that increasing C φ decreases the scalar variance, and consequently reduces the spreading of the mixing layers. Figure 6 also shows the resolved ρ 12 from LES calculations on the fine Grid-F. These calculations yield a correlation coefficient in very good agreement with the experimental data and are discussed more in detail in Sec. IV.
Despite the similarity in the mean and RMS statistics, there is considerable difference in the higher-order statistics for different mixing models. The joint PDFs and conditional diffusion of ξ 1 and ξ 2 yielded by each mixing model are markedly different. Compared to the experimental data, the IEM model yields a joint PDF which is more compact in composition space. At x/D = 6.99, the joint PDF from the calculations using IEM indicates a bimodal PDF, instead of the unimodal PDF as observed experimentally. This indicates the IEM producing a flapping behavior between the jet and coflow at this location; so even though the mean and RMS statistics are calculated reasonably accurately with the IEM model, the higher-order statistics are not. The shapes of the PDFs from the calculations with IEM are similar in form to what is observed in the joint PDF calculations using the IEM mixing model in the three-stream mixing layer studied in Ref. 40 ; in both calculations, the IEM model yields less spreading of the joint PDF in composition space. The conditional diffusion from the IEM model indicates values linearly proportional to the distance from the mean. This is consistent with the model formulation and helps to validate the calculation of the conditional diffusion in the PDF calculations. Although the conditional diffusion is quite different in form to the measured conditional diffusion (as it is expected for the IEM model), the magnitude of the conditional diffusion is of the same order of magnitude in both the calculations and the experiments.
The MC model yields a joint PDF which is qualitatively the most similar to the joint PDF observed experimentally at x/D = 6.99 ( Figure 8 ). The main difference between the calculations with the MC model and the experimental data is that MC model yields a joint PDF that is distributed 36 (right) and RANS-PDF calculations using different mixing models, from left to right: IEM, MC, and EMST. The circle is the experimental mean, and the plus sign is the mean from the PDF calculation. In the top plots, the two solid lines are isocontours which enclose regions with probability 0.5 and 0.9. In the lower plots, the lines with arrows are streamlines, everywhere parallel to the conditional diffusion vector.
more broadly over the composition space. Because the MC model involves a jump process in composition space during the mixing step, the values for the conditional diffusion calculated from the MC model can be highly dependent on the time-step. For this reason, there is a large variation in the computed values of the conditional diffusion. The EMST mixing model yields the most interesting joint PDFs of all the mixing models studied here. With EMST, the joint PDFs are very compact, much more so than those from the IEM model or 36 (right) and RANS-PDF calculations using different mixing models, from left to right: IEM, MC, and EMST. The circle is the experimental mean, and the plus sign is the mean from the PDF calculation. In the top plots, the two solid lines are isocontours which enclose regions with probability 0.5 and 0.9. In the lower plots, the lines with arrows are streamlines, everywhere parallel to the conditional diffusion vector. any of the mixing models studied in Ref. 40 . The behavior observed is similar to that observed in the initial EMST development studies 12 and the joint PDF study in Ref.
14. More interesting, however, is the location in composition space at which the dense PDFs occur. The PDFs are concentrated in the region of the slow manifold identified experimentally. In Ref. 36 it is observed that for each scalar joint PDF, the mixture fractions are initially drawn in quickly toward a manifold of lower dimension in mixture fraction space. Here, the term fast-manifold is used to refer to the initial trajectories in mixture fraction space, whereas the term slow-manifold is used in reference to the single low-dimensional manifold to which all the fast manifolds are drawn. Figure 9 demonstrates this through a scatter plot of particles from the calculations using EMST, onto which is overlaid the streamlines of conditional diffusion from the experiment. At all measured locations, the compositions yielded by the calculations using EMST lie almost directly on the slow manifold. This behavior suggests that the slow manifold exists at least in part due to mixing being local in composition space. Previous calculations of reacting flows in which the EMST mixing model yields more accurate calculations than the other mixing models 6, 7 are partially attributed to this behavior of the EMST mixing model, along with the sensitivity of the chemistry to the location in mixture fraction space. The PDFs and conditional diffusion also show a complete lack of the fast manifold observed in the experiments. This suggests that other physical processes not accounted for in the EMST model, for example, differential diffusion, molecular transport, and velocity-conditioned mixing, are possibly responsible for the fast manifolds.
One of the drawbacks of the EMST mixing model is that it does not satisfy the condition of linearity; 12 in the EMST mixing model, the evolution equations for the particle properties of scalars are changed when the scalars are linearly transformed. The calculations of this coaxial jet are found to be sensitive to how the composition is described when the EMST model is used. Typically, in these types of RANS-PDF calculations, the composition is described by the specific mole fractions (the mass fraction divided by the molecular weight) and the sensible enthalpy. However, this formulation results in scalar fields vastly different than what is observed with the other mixing models (IEM and MC). This occurs because, in the specific mole composition space, the jet and coflow compositions are much closer to one another than to the annulus composition (as measured by the Euclidean norm). This biases the mixing between the jet and the coflow when the EMSTs are formed. To remedy this problem, the composition which undergoes mixing is defined to be the three mixture fractions. Figure 10 demonstrates why the latter formulation is more appropriate: when a EMST is formed using the original formulation (species specific moles), the EMSTs bias jet-coflow mixing; with the formulation used here (three mixture fractions), there is no bias between any pair of the three streams because the composition of each stream is equidistant in composition space from each other stream. This deficiency of the EMST mixing model must be called into consideration for multiple-stream mixing problems, particularly when the composition of one stream is far in composition space from that of the other streams.
The RANS-PDF studies of these three mixing models demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of each model in this flow. All three models yield mean and RMS statistics in good agreement with the experimental data, but only the EMST mixing model yields compositions on the slow manifold identified in the experimental study. There is room for improvement in the predictions of the joint PDFs; based on the comparisons between the results here and those in Ref. 40 , the newly developed IECM and PSP mixing models appear to be good candidates for improved performance.
IV. LES CALCULATIONS
In addition to RANS-based approaches, LES can also be used in conjunction with PDF methods. In LES, the large scales of the turbulence are resolved, and the small scales must be modeled. Since the large scales contain most of the kinetic energy of the flow, most of the large-scale features of the flow can be resolved. The LES-PDF methodology has many benefits over RANS-PDF in that it can more robustly treat flows with complex geometry, recirculating or swirling flows, and unsteady flows. Additionally, an advantage of the LES-PDF methodology over pure LES is that chemical reaction can be treated without modeling; this is especially important for LES, where most chemical reaction takes place on the unresolved scales.
The primary purpose of this study is to examine the effects of modeling the molecular diffusion in LES-PDF; the LES calculations are used to set up the LES-PDF calculations, to gauge the significance of the grid resolution on the results, and to provide an intermediate comparison between the LES-PDF calculations and the experimental measurements. This intermediate comparison is particularly valuable here, where challenging experimental measurements (including the conditional diffusion and scalar dissipation rate) are made and must be evaluated carefully with respect to their own resolution.
A. LES methodology
In the LES performed here, a system of equations is solved for the resolved density-weighted velocity, U, and the resolved density,ρ. 50 These are the resolved equations for conservation of mass,
and conservation of momentum,
whereP is the volume-weighted resolved pressure, ν is the resolved molecular viscosity, ν T is the turbulent viscosity, and S i j is the resolved strain rate. In this flow, there are two independent conserved scalar variables (the jet and the annulus mixture fractions, ξ 1 and ξ 2 , respectively), so an additional transport equation,
is solved for each density-weighted resolved mixture fraction, ξ . In Eq. (6), is the resolved molecular diffusivity of the mixture fraction, and T is the turbulent diffusivity. An additional transport equation for the variance of each mixture fraction, V ξ = ξ 2 − ξ 2 , in the form of
is solved for each scalar as well. In Eq. (7), χ is the scalar dissipation rate, which is modeled here in a similar way as in Refs. 52, 53, and 58,
where is the characteristic turbulence resolution scale, and χ R is the resolved scalar dissipation rate, which is given by
The standard value of 2.0 is used for the constant C as in Ref. 53 , and a value of 2.0 is used for the constant C D . The resolved density is computed from Eq. (2) based on the resolved mixture fractions. The turbulent viscosity is computed according to the dynamic procedure in Refs. 54 and 55; although the algebraic model in Ref. 56 is also assessed in this flow. The turbulent diffusivity is computed from the turbulent viscosity using a turbulent Schmidt number, Sc T , of 0.4 as in other similar studies. 53, 57, 59 The molecular viscosity and molecular diffusivities are evaluated from second-order polynomial curve-fits to data from Chemkin's Tranlib, in the form of
for the molecular viscosity, and
for each molecular diffusivity. The fitting error is less than 2%. The coefficients used in the curve-fits are shown in Contour plots of the density, molecular kinematic viscosity, and molecular diffusivities of both mixture fractions are shown in Figure 11 as functions of mixture fraction. The variation of each property in composition space is evident, with the molecular viscosity varying by as much as 80%.
B. Computational configuration
The system of equations described in Sec. IV A is solved on a cylindrical computational domain of size 54D × 13.5D × 2π in the axial, radial, and circumferential directions (with dimensions in the axial and radial directions equivalent to those in the RANS-PDF calculations). The equations are solved using a second-order accurate numerical method. 51 A sketch of the computational domain is shown in Figure 12 . As illustrated in the figure, the domain begins at the jet exit plane and extends downstream in the axial direction.
Inflow boundary conditions for the central jet are provided from separate high-resolution LES calculations of a fully developed ppe flow at a Reynolds number of 14 300, based on the jet bulk velocity, diameter, and viscosity as in Table I . For the annulus stream, the same procedure is performed using an annular geometry, with the properties of the annulus stream in Table I . For the coflow, a laminar boundary condition is prescribed identical to that in the RANS-PDF calculations. At the other boundaries, convective boundary conditions are employed for scalar and velocity fields.
One important modeling difference is that the jet wall, whose width is reasonably large at 0.073D, is instead modeled as having zero thickness; the dimensions of the jet width remain unchanged, and Phys. the effective inner radius of the annulus is decreased. This decision is made based on convergence studies performed in both geometries. In the calculations including the jet wall thickness, the calculations fail to reach satisfactory numerical convergence on all of the examined grid sizes. In the calculations with the infinitesimally thin jet wall, the calculations reach sufficient convergence of the mean fields on moderate grid sizes. This modeling assumption results in predictions of the annulus mixture fraction being slightly too large at some locations. However, in these calculations it is more desirable to have sufficient numerical convergence in light of the type of comparisons being made. The difference in the axial velocity mean and variance can be seen in Figure 2 . There is clearly a larger bulk flow through the annulus which results in the larger annulus mixture fractions observed at some locations. The other differences in the RANS and LES boundary conditions are due to the effects of the turbulence modeling differences between the two sets of calculations.
In the LES calculations, the joint PDF of the resolved mixture fractions is computed at the same locations as in the RANS-PDF calculations. The resolved and modeled scalar dissipation rates for both mixture fractions are computed as in Eq. (8) using second-order central differences in both the two components (as performed in the experiment 36 ) and in the full three components. Both the total conditional diffusion,
and the constant-property resolved conditional diffusion,
are computed at the same locations for both mixture fractions using second-order central differences, again in both two and three components. The calculations are run at a constant CFL number of 0.2 
C. Numerical accuracy
The LES solution depends strongly on the resolution with which it is computed. Therefore, it is important to quantify the extent to which the solution is resolved, and to understand how the resolution affects the statistics of interest. To examine the numerical accuracy of the calculations, a grid resolution study is conducted on six grids, named from Grid-A to Grid-F, whose sizes range from 0.5 × 10 6 cells to 33 × 10 6 cells. Contours of the instantaneous resolved jet and annulus mixture fractions are shown from calculations on three of the grids in Figure 13 , alongside an instantaneous image obtained experimentally in Ref. 36 .
While the large-scale features of the flow are similar among the three grids and the experimental data, there is a clear difference in the resolution of the small-scale features of the flow. On the finest grid, Grid-F, the resolution is similar to that of the experiment for the region near the jet exit plane (around x/D = 3.5), but farther downstream it is evident that even the finest grid does not fully resolve the small-scale structures observed at the experimental resolution. Figure 14 illustrates the large dependence of the resolved scalar dissipation rate (here for the annulus mixture fraction) on the grid resolution.
Each grid used in the LES calculations is a structured, tensor-product grid. The tensor-product grid here is created using a vector for each dimension (x, r, z) giving the grid coordinates in that dimension. The length of each vector for each dimension is equal to the number of grid nodes in that dimension. Each cell is then indexed by (i, j, k) for the (x, r, z) dimensions with the coordinates of the cell given by the ith entry of the vector for the x-dimension, the jth entry of the vector for the y-dimension, and the kth entry of the vector for the z-dimension. In the region of the near-field (0 ≤ x/D ≤ 4.0, 0 ≤ r/D ≤ 1.4), the grid spacing is uniform. From the outer boundary of this region, the grid is stretched to each edge of the computational domain with a constant stretching ratio of 4% in each direction. Table V within the region of interest (3.29 ≤ x/D ≤ 6.99). The convergence is relatively slow, and not till Grid-E do the statistics reach roughly the same numerical error as in the experiment, around 2%.
The results of the LES grid convergence study are summarized in Figure 15 , where the radial profiles of time-averaged density-weighted mean and RMS statistics of both mixture fractions are shown for three grids and for the experimental data. The agreement between the most highly resolved LES calculations (Grid-F) and the experimental data is very good. The mean annulus mixture fraction is slightly overpredicted due to the thin-wall modeling assumption discussed in Sec. IV B. The total RMS on Grid-F is slightly overpredicted, mostly in the near-field around the jet-annulus mixing layer. This occurs due to both the modeling of the scalar dissipation rate and the high resolution requirements in the near-field of the jet. As the grid is refined, the statistics generally converge monotonically to the values on the finest grid. The total RMS decreases toward the resolved RMS as the grid is refined.
The results of the grid convergence study are further analyzed through Figures 16-19 , which show statistics at various points as functions of the local grid resolution for all six grids, Grid-A to Grid-F, and the experimental data. The resolution, , used in the plots is defined equivalently for the experimental data and calculations: in both cases, = √ x 2 + r 2 , where the local grid spacing (or image resolution) in the axial direction is x, and in the radial direction is r. This definition of is used in these plots so that the experiments and calculations can be compared to one another with an equivalent definition for the resolution. It must be noted that the defined here is not equal to the turbulence resolution scale used in the LES calculations (although they are closely related). Figure 16 shows the mean resolved mixture fractions as a function of the grid resolution. These statistics are generally not very sensitive to the grid resolution beyond the most coarse grid, Grid-A. Besides the slight overprediction of the annulus mixture fraction, these statistics are all in good agreement with the experimental data for Grid-B and finer. The resolution of the calculations for Grid-F is higher than that of the experiments at x/D = 3.29; due to the grid stretching that occurs Figure 13 . The next figures, Figures 17-18 , show the RMS of the jet and annulus mixture fractions, respectively. As the grid is refined, the portion of the RMS which is modeled approaches zero, and the total RMS is nearly equal to the resolved portion of the RMS. As observed in Figure 15 , the RMS of the jet mixture fraction is overpredicted at the jet-annulus mixing layer, (x/D, r/D) = (3.29, 0.40). At this location, the modeled portion of the RMS is about 10% of the total RMS and the total RMS has changed little between the three finest grids. Therefore, this overprediction in the RMS is not necessarily caused by under-resolution. Modeling errors which can affect the calculations in the near-field, such as the modeling of the inflow boundary conditions, are also a likely cause of this overprediction. Farther downstream at x/D = 6.99, the agreement between the RMS of the jet mixture fraction in the calculations and the experiments is better, even though the resolution in the calculations is comparatively lower. This shows that the LES is performing well in this region of the flow. For the RMS of the annulus mixture fraction in Figure 18 , the agreement with the experimental data is slightly better and indicates convergence toward the experimentally measured values. In general, the convergence of the RMS statistics is slower than that of the mean statistics, with reasonable convergence being achieved not till Grid-D or Grid-E. Figure 19 shows the time-averaged molecular viscosity and molecular diffusivities as fractions of the total viscosity and diffusivity. At the centerline of the inflow boundary, the Kolmogorov scale, η, is estimated to be 63 μm (equivalent to log 2 (η/D) = −6.5 on the horizontal axis of Figure 19 ) in the experimental work 36 based on extrapolation from experimental data. This is reasonably close to the grid resolution at which the turbulent diffusivity goes to zero at a location of (x/D, r/D) = Figure 19 ). This is far smaller than any of the resolution scales encountered in either the experiment or the calculations; based on linear extrapolation from the grid resolution study, it appears to be a reasonable approximation around r/D = 0.62 and r/D = 1.00, near the middle of the jet-annulus and annulus-coflow mixing layers. Figure 19 , in conjunction with Figures 16-18 , conveys the efficacy of LES: with less than 20% of the molecular diffusivity resolved, accurate calculations of the mean statistics are achieved; with less than 40% of the molecular diffusivity resolved, accurate calculations of the RMS statistics are achieved; accurate calculations of these statistics are achieved with a grid resolution scale more than 10 times greater than the order estimate of the smallest Kolmogorov scales.
D. Scalar dissipation rate and conditional diffusion
As mentioned in Sec. II, one of the highlights of the experimental work is performing the challenging measurements of the scalar dissipation rate and conditional diffusion. In the experiment, the resolved scalar dissipation rate, from Eq. (9), is computed in two-dimensions from the planar imaging measurements. This same quantity is also calculated from the LES as mentioned in Sec. IV B. Figure 20 compares this quantity for calculations on all six LES grids and the experimental measurements. It is clear from the figure that this quantity is extremely dependent on the grid resolution, which is expected since Eq. (9) depends on the square of gradient fields. The form of χ R is qualitatively the same in the experiments and in the calculations; for the jet mixture fraction, there is a peak in the scalar dissipation rate near the jet-annulus mixing layer; for the annulus mixture fraction, there are two peaks, corresponding to the jet-annulus and annulus-coflow mixing layers.
The differences that occur between the experimental measurements and the calculations on Grid-F are attributed to a number of factors. These factors include: Phys. 1. Under-resolution of the calculations -Keeping in mind the resolution quality as discussed in Sec. IV C, at x/D = 6.99, the resolution scale of the calculations on Grid-F is more coarse than that of the experiments by a factor of about two. The scalar dissipation rate here is under-estimated in the calculations. 2. Under-resolution of the experimental measurements -At x/D = 3.29, where the scalar dissipation rate in the experiments is less than that of the LES on Grid-F, the resolution scale of the calculations on Grid-F is finer than that of the experiments by a factor of 1.4. 3. Additional numerical procedures undertaken in the experiments -In the experiments, high order differences are used to calculate the scalar dissipation (tenth-order versus second-order), conditional sampling techniques are used to improve the resolution, and noise-correction procedures are performed on the experimental data. Based on the sensitivity of this quantity to the grid resolution, this factor is not a likely cause of the differences observed. 4. Experimental noise -The experimental measurement noise is clearly evident from the nonrealizable values of mixture fraction in the plots of conditional diffusion later in this section. The contribution of the experimental noise to the differences observed here is most likely small, as Ref. 36 has shown the effects of noise-reduction applied to the measurements and it is far less than the differences observed here. Figure 21 shows total scalar dissipation rate, χ , from Eq. (8) and from the LES calculations. Compared to χ R , there is much less sensitivity of χ to the grid resolution. The modeled portion of the total scalar dissipation rate is large; even on Grid-F, as much as 90% of the total dissipation is from the model. The time-averaged scalar dissipation rate from the RANS-PDF equations is modeled here using a commonly applied closure in RANS methods of
where ω is the time-averaged turbulence frequency, and V T ξ is the variance of the mixture fraction, is also shown in Figure 21 . Both models for the total scalar dissipation rate are considerably larger than the values measured experimentally. Along with the observation from Figure 20 that the resolved portion of the scalar dissipation rate is still sensitive to the grid resolution on the finest grid and giving no indication of convergence, Figure 21 suggests that the scalar dissipation rates measured experimentally are not fully resolved. Even with the fine resolution used in the experiments, Figures 20 and 21 indicate that assessments of these measurements need to take into account the resolution at which the measurements are made.
A second observation from Figure 21 is the very sharp peak in the total scalar dissipation rate from the LES calculations at the centerline, r/D = 0. This is observed when using both the dynamic model 54, 55 and the algebraic model 56 (not shown) for the turbulent viscosity, ν T . An inspection of each calculation shows that this behavior occurs due to the quantity T / 2 . This demonstrates the need for improved models in LES for ν T (which, in this study, is directly proportional to T by the turbulent Schmidt number) or the scalar dissipation rate. As this observed behavior is most likely a numerical artifact caused by the very small filter widths at the centerline, an alternate definition of the filter width used in the model for the scalar dissipation is a potential remedy.
The LES study is concluded by presenting the calculations of the conditional diffusion and comparing these to the experimentally measured values. In the experimental work, the constantproperty resolved conditional diffusion from Eq. (13) is computed in the two-dimensional (x, r) plane. This same measurement is made in the LES calculations (although using only second-order central differences to calculate the gradients, instead of tenth-order, as in the experiment). The results are shown in Figure 22 for three different LES grids at one location, (x/D, r/D) = (3.29, 0.536). In the previous figures of the conditional diffusion (Figures 7 and 8) , only the magnitude and streamlines are shown; here contour plots show each component of the conditional diffusion. This allows a more direct comparison to be made regarding the form of the conditional diffusion in composition space.
As expected, there is large grid dependency in this quantity as well. For all grids, the qualitative form of the conditional diffusion is very similar; generally only the magnitude appears to be strongly influenced by the grid resolution. Note that the color scale in Figure 22 is different on the left two plots for the more coarse grids. On the finest grid, Grid-F, there is reasonable quantitative agreement in the values of conditional diffusion with the experimentally measured values. At some locations in composition space at which there are large differences between the experimental values and those computed on Grid-F, the measured composition is actually non-realizable (i.e., a sum of mixture fractions greater than unity); the only reason for a value of the conditional diffusion existing at these compositions is due to measurement noise. It is conceivable then, that at least some of the differences between the measurements of the conditional diffusion and the LES calculations on Grid-F are due to measurement error. In general, the form of the conditional diffusion observed in the LES calculations here is very similar to that observed in the temporally evolving three-stream mixing layer studied both with DNS 39 and PDF 40 methods. As Figure 22 examined only the resolved, constant-property, two-dimensional conditional diffusion, Figure 23 shows the total conditional diffusion, from Eq. (12) in all three dimensions with the same color scale on each plot. It is found from the calculations that the largest contribution to the differences between the values in Figure 22 and those in Figure 23 is the addition of the modeled portion of the conditional diffusion (by adding the turbulent diffusivity); the additional third-dimensional component and the inclusion of the variable properties (both of which are not considered in the experimental measurements) account for a difference of only about 10% at most.
There is much less sensitivity of the total conditional diffusion to the grid resolution since the modeled portion is accounted for. This allows even the coarse grids to yield a magnitude of the conditional diffusion which is close to the experimental measurement. Due to the form of the turbulent diffusivity, the structure of the conditional diffusion in composition space changes slightly from that of the resolved conditional diffusion; for example, in the region of the jet composition, the turbulent diffusivity is large, which results in a calculation of the conditional diffusion being considerably larger than what is measured experimentally. It is not immediately clear whether the addition of the turbulent diffusivity results in inaccurate total conditional diffusion in the LES calculations due to its modeling, or if the experimental measurements (which do not consider any turbulent diffusivity because they only contain the resolved portion of the conditional diffusion) are under-resolved. The results from Figures 20 and 21 suggest the latter is more responsible, but more conclusive tests must be performed before concluding so.
V. LES-PDF CALCULATIONS
A. LES-PDF methodology
The LES-PDF methodology, which combines many of the advantages of LES (discussed in Sec. IV) with the advantages of the PDF method (discussed in Sec. I), is next applied to this nonreacting flow to study the modeling of mixing in LES-PDF. The LES-PDF methodology involves a hybrid finite-volume and particle solver. The finite-volume solver in this case is LES, and solves the same equations as described in Sec. IV A, except for the density equation. The density in the LES is computed from the particle solver through the transported specific volume method. In the particle solver, particles evolve in position according to
(where the * symbols refer to Lagrangian quantities at particle locations) and in composition as
where M , the mixing frequency, is defined as
The terms R and M represent the diffusivities for the random walk and the mean drift, respectively. Typically, the diffusivity for the random walk, R , is taken to be equal to the turbulent diffusivity, T , while the diffusivity for the mean drift, M , is taken be equal to the resolved molecular diffusivity, . The position equation, Eq. (15), is solved with second-order accuracy in space and time. 60 The implementation of molecular diffusion in Eq. (16) 61, 62 is unique in that it yields no spurious production of variance from molecular diffusion, and it can include the effects of differential diffusion. The first term in Eq. (16) represents an IEM-like model, relaxing the composition toward the cell mean.
The mass-weighted LES PDF of the composition is denoted asf φ (ψ; X, t), where ψ is a sample-space variable for the composition. Equations (15)- (17) correspond to an equation for the evolution of the PDF,f φ , as
Taking the first moment of Eq. (18), the transport equation for the resolved composition is
Similarly, taking the second moment of Eq. (18) gives the transport equation for the resolved square of the composition to be
The transport equation for the modeled variance,
Eqs. (19) and (20), and it is
In this work, the diffusivities R and M are related to the turbulent diffusivity, T , and the molecular diffusivity, , through the model constant β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) as
and
With these specifications, the transport equation for the resolved composition (Eq. (19)) takes the standard form
independent of the value of β; and the resolved variance equation (Eq. (21)) can be written
where χ M is the implied model for the scalar dissipation
The value of β affects the diffusion coefficient, R , but more importantly (for β > 0) it adds a contribution to the modeled dissipation, which is β times the production of V φ . In previous LES-PDF studies using a similar methodology, 63-65 the value of β is simply zero, so this "production" contribution to the modeled dissipation is absent. The "production" contribution to χ M has been used in many previous LES studies (see, e.g., Ref. 66), but this is the first time that it has been proposed and used in LES-PDF. We refer to the last term in Eq. (26) as the attenuation of variance production model for (part of) the scalar dissipation, since in Eq. (25) it has the overall effect of attenuating the production term by the factor β. Similarly, we refer to Eq. (15) as the attenuated random walk implementation of this model, since the diffusivity involved, R , is the turbulent diffusivity attenuated by the factor β.
B. Numerical accuracy
The computational configuration of the LES-PDF calculations is identical to that of the LES calculations, described in Sec. IV B. The base case calculations use 20 particles per cell, a value of C M = 5, and the standard value of β = 0. Convergence studies on the number of particles per cell shows little sensitivity compared to the sensitivity observed from the effect of the grid resolution. The numerical error due to the grid resolution is investigated through calculations on grids A-C from Table V . The radial profiles of the time-averaged mass-weighted mean and RMS statistics from the LES-PDF grid convergence study are shown in Figure 24 . On the coarse grids, the LES-PDF solution is generally more accurate (compared to the most numerically accurate LES calculation) than that of the corresponding LES calculation, and convergence in most regions of the flow is achieved at relatively more coarse grids. One exception is the area of the annulus-coflow mixing, near r/D = 1.5. The calculations in this region are found to be more sensitive to numerical errors from the velocity and turbulent diffusivity interpolation. The results presented in Figure 24 employed second-order interpolation schemes for both the velocity and turbulent diffusivity. When larger time steps and/or first-order interpolation schemes were used, the predictions in this annulus-coflow regions were worse, whereas the rest of the domain was found to be less affected.
Joint PDFs are sampled from the particles in the LES-PDF calculations using the same procedure described in Sec. III B. Figure 25 shows the joint PDF at a location of (x/D, r/D) = (6.99, 0.635) for LES-PDF calculations grids A-C. The quantitative agreement with the experimental measurements is reasonable for all three grid resolutions. There is a very large improvement in the accuracy compared to the previously discussed RANS-PDF calculations in Sec. III D using the IEM and EMST mixing models, and a small improvement from the RANS-PDF calculations with MC.
Also shown in Figure 25 is the conditional diffusion from the LES-PDF calculations. The differences between the experimental measurements and the calculations can be explained by the observations made in Sec. IV D and an explanation of the terms in Eq. (16) . The right-hand side of Eq. (16) is composed of two terms: first, the molecular mixing term, and second, the molecular transport term. The resolved conditional diffusion (which corresponds to molecular transport) is small compared to the total conditional diffusion, especially on the coarse grids examined in this section. The contribution of both molecular mixing and molecular transport have been examined in this study; on these grids, molecular transport generally contributes little more than 10% to the total conditional diffusion. As seen in Sec. IV D, the addition of the turbulent diffusivity to the calculation of the conditional diffusion results in a departure from the experimentally measured values; similarly here, the addition of the molecular mixing into the calculation of the conditional diffusion shows a difference in form to the measurements. Whether this difference is due to the form of the turbulent diffusivity and the mixing model, the resolution of the measurements, or both is not immediately clear. The circle is the experimental mean, and the plus sign is the mean from the PDF calculation. In the top plots, the two solid lines are isocontours which enclose regions with probability 0.5 and 0.9. In the lower plots, the lines with arrows are streamlines, everywhere parallel to the conditional diffusion vector.
C. Effect of the mixing models
Since the mixing models are the primary source of modeling uncertainty in these calculations, it is imperative to investigate the sensitivity of the calculations to the model constant C M (which is analogous to, but not equivalent to, the model constant C φ in the RANS-PDF calculations). Most other calculations using this LES-PDF methodology use values of C M around 4-5, 64, 65 and values of C M = {1, 2, 5, 10} are investigated here. Figure 26 shows radial profiles of the mean and RMS statistics for different values of C M on Grid-B. There is very little effect of C M on the mean statistics. This result is expected with the composition PDF method, since C M only affects the mean through the feedback of the density into the velocity field, and in this flow the variation in density is small. The effect of C M on the RMS is much stronger; the resolved RMS slightly decreases as C M increases, and the total RMS decreases significantly as C M increases. This is the expected behavior since increasing C M directly increases the dissipation of the modeled variance as shown in Eq. (21) . The calculations shown in Figure 26 employ the algebraic SGS model, 56 which was observed here to yield larger scalar variance than the dynamic model, 54, 55 which was used for the calculations presented in Figure 24 . The effect of C M on the joint PDF is shown in Figure 27 . As C M increases, the variance in composition space can clearly be observed to decrease, as the joint PDF comes closer together. In fact, with very small values of C M , the joint PDF is bimodal at the location shown, which is clearly different from the experimental measurements. The best agreement with the experimentally measured joint PDF is achieved with C M of 5 (not shown in Figure 27 ) or 10, and there is indeed a large sensitivity of the joint PDFs to the value of C M . Increasing C M directly increases the conditional diffusion, and this is also clear from Figure 27 .
In the base case LES-PDF calculations with a value of β = 0 and the mixing frequency, M , modeled according to Eq. (17), the modeled scalar dissipation rate takes the form
The modeled scalar dissipation rate in LES-PDF from Eq. (27) is consistent with that of the LES (the last term in Eq. (8) is used, but this difference has very little affect on the modeled scalar dissipation rate since, in most regions investigated in this flow, the turbulent diffusivity is substantially greater than the molecular diffusivity (typically by a factor of 10-100 on the coarse grids). The LES-PDF study of C M shows that the value of C M yielding the best agreement with the experimental data is around 5 or 10, which suggests the use of larger values of C than used in the LES study here (C = 2 in the base case). This is demonstrated in Figure 28 , which shows radial profiles of the mean modeled scalar dissipation rate for the LES calculations, and LES-PDF calculations with C M = 1 and C M = 5. As expected, there is close agreement in the modeled scalar dissipation rate among the LES calculations on Grid-A and where the error from the time-stepping in LES-PDF is larger. The effect of C M on the modeled scalar dissipation rate is not entirely obvious from Eq. (27) . The modeled scalar dissipation rate, χ M , is proportional to C M , but the value of C M also affects the modeled variance, V φ . As shown in Figure 28 , as C M increases, the modeled variance decreases, but not enough to counter the direct effect of C M on the modeled scalar dissipation rate. The larger dissipation rates observed with C M = 5 yield even greater departures from the relatively small values measured experimentally. The LES-PDF calculations with C M = 5 demonstrate that even larger scalar dissipation rates are necessary in the LES-PDF calculations. As observed in the LES calculations in Figure 21 , the large, non-physical peak of the scalar dissipation rate at the centerline is present in the LES-PDF calculations as well. This observation gives further reason to work toward improving the numerical and modeling methods in LES.
D. Modeling the molecular and turbulent mixing
The attenuation of variance production model as implemented by the attenuated random walk described in Sec. V A is assessed next in this flow. This part of the work serves only as an introduction to this type of model and implementation, and does not attempt to exhaustively characterize the performance; rather the focus of this part of the current work is to give some general ideas on how to implement the method, examine some possible definitions for value of β, and to compare the results observed here to the experimental measurements for this one flow.
The first value examined is β = 0.2. The interpretation of this model is that the production of scalar variance from ν T is counteracted by a dissipation of 20% of the production. A second investigated value for the model constant is one chosen based on the turbulence resolution scale. Here, the choice of β = ν/ (ν T + ν) is used, although this definition is certainly not unique, nor is it necessarily the best. With this value of β, the DNS limit, where the turbulence is fully resolved, yields no production or dissipation due to ν T . This property is true anyway, as long as ν T goes to zero at the DNS limit. Where the turbulence resolution scale is large, β tends toward zero. In practice, the Phys. values of ν are always greater than zero, and the values of ν T are always finite, so β is always greater than zero; in other words, there is always some amount of dissipation of variance counteracting the production. The logic in using this type of model contains the underlying assumption that where the turbulence is well-resolved, the conditional diffusion is also well-resolved and there is no dissipation or production of the unresolved variance due to ν T ; where the conditional diffusion is poorly resolved, a small value of β causes the production of the unresolved variance due to ν T to be large. Radial profiles of the mean and RMS statistics from LES-PDF calculations with these two models are compared in Figure 29 . The calculations are conducted on Grid-A with a value of C M = 5. It is clear from Eqs. (19) and (22)-(23) that the value of β has no direct effect on the mean composition. The small differences that arise in the mean fields, therefore, are due to both the effects of density coupling through the velocity field, and the numerical error in the particle transport. As discussed in Sec. IV C, the LES calculations yield slightly larger values of ξ 2 than measured experimentally due to the thin-wall modeling assumption. Therefore, the values of ξ 2 from the two new models are in fact improved from the standard model.
The RMS fields are also affected by the choice of β. The increase in the RMS in the annuluscoflow mixing layer (1 < r/D) is attributed mainly to the small changes in the mean in this region. The change in the amount of the RMS which is unresolved (the total minus the resolved) is nearly indiscernible from Figure 29 . The expected behavior of a positive value of β is to decrease the amount of unresolved scalar fluctuations. Comparing with Figure 26 , the value of β has a much smaller effect on the unresolved fluctuations than does the value of C M . For these conditions, the dissipation of the modeled variance is dominated by the molecular mixing term.
VI. DISCUSSION
As experimental methodologies continue to advance, much more knowledge of the physical processes involved can be brought to light. It is increasingly important to be able to validate these experimental results, as well as to use the experimental results to validate computational models. This work addresses progress in both of these areas. A recently conducted experiment of a turbulent coaxial jet 36 is studied computationally through RANS-PDF, LES, and LES-PDF methodologies, and many detailed statistics from the calculations and experiments are compared.
Since there is little dependence of density feedback in the flow field (especially compared to reacting flows, where the maximum density varies by a factor as large as ten), this flow presents a good test case for the mixing models. Whereas many previous studies of mixing models in RANS-PDF calculations are conducted in reacting flows, 6, 7, 17, 20 the work performed here is in an inert flow; this fact gives an advantage to the comparisons done in this work because any uncertainties associated with modeling the chemistry are removed.
However, when interpreting these results and applying the conclusions to PDF calculations of reacting flows, one must be mindful of the conditions of this flow. In reacting flows, the temperatures are as much as 2000 K larger than the ambient temperature here; furthermore, many species important to ignition (for example, H, OH, and H 2 ) are substantially lighter than the species measured in this flow (C 2 H 4 and C 3 H 6 O). As a consequence of both of these facts, the molecular diffusivities of many species important to chemical reaction can be as much as 10-100 times larger than the molecular diffusivities of the species in this flow. So, it is important to realize that in LES-PDF of reacting flows, the contribution of molecular transport for some important species is much larger than what is observed in this work. LES studies have confirmed that molecular diffusion is indeed important in reacting flows, particularly in the near-field of the flow. 59 Given that most of the uncertainties in comparing the conditional diffusion from the calculations and experiments arises from the relatively large turbulent diffusivity, it is expected that reacting flows would yield less of this type of error; this occurs due a larger portion of the total diffusivity being from the molecular diffusivity, particularly at high temperatures and for light species.
The mean and RMS statistics of the flow field can be calculated with very high accuracy using LES, provided the resolution in the LES is sufficient. For the mean fields, sufficient accuracy is achieved when around 20%-40% of the total viscosity is resolved; for the RMS fields, this occurs when around 30%-60% of the total viscosity is resolved. For the quantities of scalar dissipation rate and the conditional diffusion, the LES results provide insight on both the quality of the modeling, and of the interpretation of the experimental results. The LES calculations with resolution even higher than the experimental resolution show that the scalar dissipation rate may not be fully resolved in the experiment, and really ought to be interpreted as a scalar dissipation of the resolved fields. Therefore, when comparing calculations to the experimental measurements, one must keep in the mind the resolution with which both are made. The LES and RANS-PDF modeling of the total scalar dissipation rate suggest a total scalar dissipation rate somewhere between 5 and 10 times larger than the measure resolved scalar dissipation rates. Nevertheless, one must also take into account the quality of the models used to make these estimates. The fact that RANS-PDF and LES models for the scalar dissipation rate have as much as 50% variation between them shows that improvements in models for the scalar dissipation rate would be insightful, and that this flow would be a good test for such models.
The LES-PDF calculations yield encouraging results for this new, developing methodology. The good agreement between the experimental measurements of the joint PDFs and those obtained with LES-PDF calculations is one example of such a result from this study. When one is interested in higher-order statistics of the composition PDF (for example, in the case of pollutant dispersion, where the probability of a certain pollutant to exceed a certain limit must be quantified), LES-PDF calculations are shown here to be an ideal methodology, as they demonstrate a strong capability to reproduce the observed joint PDF of compositions. Conversely, one must be cautious when using RANS-PDF to make calculations of higher-order statistics, as evident in the comparisons of joint PDFs computed in this work. While the RANS-PDF calculations with the MC mixing model yield scalar statistics similar to that of the LES-PDF and the experiment, the RANS-PDF calculations with the IEM and EMST models yield quite different joint scalar PDFs.
When comparing different computational methods, it is critical to account for the computational cost of each method. In this study, the RANS-PDF calculations on Grid-4 (numerical error around 2% for most quantities) required approximately 48 h on 16 CPUs, or a total of 768 CPU hours for one calculation. This time includes both the time to reach a statistically stationary state and the time to sufficiently time-average the statistics. The LES calculations on Grid-B (numerical error around 8% for most quantities) required nearly the same time, around 48 h on 16 CPUs, for a total of 768 CPU hours. For the LES calculations on Grid-D (numerical error around 2% for most quantities), the calculations required approximately 96 h on 64 CPUs, for a total of about 6100 CPU hours. For the LES-PDF calculations on Grid-B, each computation required approximately 72 h on 128 cores, or 9200 CPU hours. While the LES-PDF calculations required the most computational time, they do benefit from having better parallel scalability, since a large part of the particle solver work can be done without any communication.
The attenuation of variance production model in LES-PDF introduced here is valuable because it yields an additional dissipation term in the variance transport equation, which is equal to the production times the factor β. The improvement on the coarse grids is encouraging, though it still needs to be better understood. Since the value of β really has little impact on the mean scalar fields, the results indicate that the improvement is actually caused by reduced numerical error in the particle transport using this method. In many previous LES-PDF studies, total RMS statistics of scalars are not reported; when they are reported, they are often overpredicted. 64, 67, 68 In some cases, improved RMS statistics can be obtained through unreasonably large values of the mixing model constant, C M . 67 This newly proposed model offers a promising alternative approach to this problem. This work serves only as an introduction to such a model, and more conclusive testing should be done in other flows, the values for β ought to be more thoroughly characterized, and the effects of numerical errors must be better understood.
An important question arising from this work concerns the difference between the conditional diffusion measured experimentally and calculated by LES and LES-PDF. It is observed here that as the LES grid is refined, both the resolved scalar dissipation and resolved conditional diffusion show reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements for similar resolution scales. It is also observed that these statistics are highly dependent on the resolution, and even on the finest LES grid, they show no signs of reaching convergence. A further observation is that the structure of the resolved conditional diffusion in scalar space is relatively similar for all grid sizes, and of a similar form to the structure observed experimentally. It is not until the total conditional diffusion is computed that the structure of the conditional diffusion in scalar space significantly deviates from the experimentally measured form (as evident from Figures 22 and 23) . Likewise, the LES-PDF results yield a conditional diffusion which is similar to the total conditional diffusion from the LES calculations.
There are two possible reasons for this difference between the experimental and calculated conditional diffusion: (i) the experimental resolution being too low, and (ii) the modeling of the turbulent diffusivity in LES. This could be tested through DNS of this flow, although the Reynolds number, 14 300 is still somewhat large compared to that of other DNS studies. A second possible way to investigate this is through experiments with a higher imaging resolution, or experiments at a lower Reynolds number, accompanied by DNS study. Through this kind of study, the fully resolved conditional diffusion could be obtained from the DNS and compared to that measured experimentally. The modeling of the turbulent diffusivity is eliminated in this problem, and the effects of the experimental resolution can be explicitly tested by examining the DNS data at the same resolution.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this work uses RANS-PDF, LES, and LES-PDF computational methodologies to model a three-stream turbulent coaxial jet studied experimentally in Ref. 36 . The major conclusions of this study are as follows:
r RANS-PDF calculations with all mixing models (IEM, MC, and EMST) are capable of yielding mean and RMS fields in good agreement with the experimental measurements; however, the joint PDFs of the two mixture fractions yielded by each model show a wide variability with each other and with the experimental data. Of all the mixing models studied with RANS-PDF, the MC model comes closest to the experimentally measured joint scalar PDFs. r The EMST mixing model yields a PDF which lies almost exactly on the slow mixing manifold identified in the experimental work, but entirely lacks the fast manifold. This suggests that the slow mixing manifold exists due to aspects of mixing represented by the model (mixing local in composition space), while the fast manifold is due to physical processes and aspects of mixing which the model does not consider (for example, velocity-conditioned mixing or differential diffusion). r LES calculations on successively refined grids display excellent convergence toward the experimentally measured mean and RMS fields. The resolution quality of these calculations is carefully assessed. The resolved scalar dissipation rate and resolved conditional diffusion from these calculations are in good agreement with the experimental measurements, but depend strongly on the resolution. r LES-PDF calculations yield joint PDFs of the mixture fractions in good agreement with the experiments, better than the RANS-PDF calculations with the IEM or EMST mixing models and slightly better than those with the MC mixing model. r The attenuation of variance production model is introduced, implemented through the attenuated random walk, and tested in this flow. This model yields an additional dissipation term in the transport equation for scalar variance which counteracts the production caused by the turbulent diffusivity. Results show improved predictions of the mean and RMS fields in LES-PDF on coarse grids, due to reduced numerical error incurred by this model as well as the reduced production of modeled variance.
This work presents a thorough study of a novel multi-stream non-reacting flow using a variety of computational approaches. The behavior of the calculations has been investigated in terms of nontrivial statistics including the scalar dissipation rate and the conditional diffusion. The advances from experimental methodologies given in Ref. 36 has allowed a comparison of these revealing, insightful statistics to actual experimental data, and this work is aimed at using this novel experimental data to assess the quality of the current models and to test new model implementations. Careful work is performed to examine the experimental data of these statistics, and to assess the impact of the resolution at which they are made. The knowledge on multi-scalar mixing can be furthered and models can be refined to predict this physical process with even greater accuracy by (i) working further from the experimental study, 36 (ii) utilizing the findings of this study and other detailed comparisons, 40 (iii) addressing the remaining questions identified in this work on the role of the turbulent diffusivity on the conditional diffusion, and (iv) examining this process in other flow configurations.
